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Premise of this Seminar

This presentation will address:

● The long debate on locus standi before the CJEU.

● The special problem of Public Interest Litigants.

● The limitations placed on the Court in its 
interpretation of standing.

This will lead to a discussion on:

● The subsequent role of Public Interest Litigation 
in the EU.
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Up for Debate:

Do we see a role for PIL in a 
European Context, and if so, 
where do we want to see it 

taking place?
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Public Interest Litigation

● On the one hand:

– Well known and 
used, cf. Defrenne

– Successful for 
LGBT, trans-gen, 
marriage recog.

– In development, 
for instance in 
consumer prot.

● On the other:
– Success on a MS 

level, with work left 
to do for others

– Perception of 
‘double standard’ 
being applied

– Not public interest, 
but collective 
interest
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Specifc PIL Problem

● The ‘real’ problem becomes clear in 
environmental cases.

● ‘Individual concern’ v. ‘Everybody’s Problem’

– Well-known example: C-321/95P Greenpeace
● Successful: The Great American Songbook

– Civil rights movement, worker’s rights
● Problematic: non-individualisable problems

● Critics (AG’s even) have been calling for change, 
however... 
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The CJEU keeps saying ‘No’

● Critics underestimate the position of standing 
criteria in a legal order.

– Nexus of history, culture, and external 
developments (porousness of legal order).

– Sometime the only ‘containment’ of a court.
● Feldman gives a description of elements that 

shape (apex) courts’ possibility to interpret 
standing.

● <insert caveat on constitutionalism, here>
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Elements

● Constitutional 
arrangements
– Seen broadly

– ex. Dutch Const. Proh.

● Human Rights
– Many diferent 

possibilities

– Dec. Droit Homme, UK 
HRA, EU law

● Policy Goals and 
Guidelines
– “What kind of State do 

we want to be?”

– German dedication to 
peace in Europe

● Federal Aspects
– Inter-level safeguards

– Preclusion, certain 
Verfassungsklage, 
Italian Corte 
Costituzionale
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Interpretative Space

● The feld of tension between the Executive, 
Representative, and Citizens, and of the Judiciary.
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Interpretative Space of CJEU

● Logical limitations in Plaumann
● No signifcant changes until Lisbon Treaty

– At least, for non-privileged applicants
● Hence the Court’s reference to Treaty change
● Two potentially signifcant changes to 

interpretative space:
– Aarhus Convention
– Constitution for Europe → Lisbon Treaty
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Efects on Interpretative Space

● Aarhus Convention

– EU and all MS are 
signatories

– Aimed at creating 
env. proc. rights

– Information, 
Decisionmaking, 
Justice

– Compliance 
Mechanism w. 
interpretations

● Treaty of Lisbon

– New category in Act 
for Annulment

– Charter to Primary 
Law Status

– Intensifcation of 
judicial cooperation 
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Efects IRL

● EU has been found non-compliant by ACCC:

– Non-individualised Interests should be able to 
fnd their way to the Court.

– Solution of creating sub-treaty level rights not 
sufcient.

● In ACCC process, efects of limited interpretative 
space becomes clear.

● The Solution or, The Point of Disagreement:

– EU as a federal judicial order
– Court: “Start from the bottom and get here” 
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Discussion:

Do we see a role for PIL in a 
European Context, and if so, where 
do we want to see it taking place?

● Is the traditional criticism autopoetic in nature? 

● Is activism/idealism a valid motivator for change in the face of the will 
of drafters?

● Is the very nature of the Treaty, where everything is a constitutional 
issue, a (solvable) problem?

● Would criticism be diferent in a ‘regular’ federal context?

● Can the public interest be sufciently safeguarded through Art 267 
TFEU procedures?
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